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Thank you, Chairman Neal and Ranking Member Brady, for the opportunity to be here.
I am a climate scientist, and my research uses computer models, satellite observations, and
reconstructions of past climate to study the past, present, and future of climate change. While I
work for Columbia University and with the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, I am
testifying here as a private citizen.
Imagine every square foot of Earth illuminated by a sixty-watt light bulb during the daytimethat’s about how much energy we get from our Sun. About thirty percent of this is immediately
reflected back to space by clouds or the surface of the Earth.1 But the rest is absorbed and
re-radiated to space as thermal energy: light in colors we cannot see. The energy coming from
the planet is infrared light with a longer wavelength and lower energy than the visible light from
the sun. Anything that alters the delicate balance between energy in and energy out can
change the temperature of the planet. Human activities are changing it right now.
One carbon and two oxygen atoms make three: a molecule called carbon dioxide. These atoms
can vibrate when hit by particular kinds of light. They turn the energy carried by the light into
vibration, re-emitting energy into their surroundings when the vibration stops. But not all light
has the right energy to make the molecules vibrate. Visible light from the sun streams right
through carbon dioxide. But the thermal energy- infrared light- that our planet radiates back to
space does cause the molecules to vibrate. They absorb this energy and, once the vibration
stops, release it back into the atmosphere in all directions. Some of this energy is released
toward space, but some of it is directed back down toward the ground. This excess energy,
trapped by the gases, heats the planet. We call molecules that behave in this way greenhouse
gases. This is well-established science: the heat-trapping properties of greenhouse
gases were first understood in the 1820s and discovered experimentally in the 1860s2. The
first scientific paper to suggest a connection between increasing carbon dioxide and warming
temperatures was written in 1896.3
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See On the Temperatures of the Terrestrial Sphere and Interplanetary Space (Jean-Baptiste Joseph
Fourier(1824)) and On the Absorption and Radiation of Heat by Gases and Vapours, and on the Physical
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Naturally occurring greenhouse gases make up a tiny fraction of our planet’s atmosphere- about
one tenth of one percent. The vast majority of the atmosphere consists of nitrogen and oxygen,
molecules that are not greenhouse gases4. But even though greenhouse gases are scarce,
they are powerful.  If our atmosphere contained no greenhouse gases whatsoever, the
average temperature of our planet would be well below freezing (around 0 degrees Fahrenheit),
and none of us could exist. With t hem, the average temperature is around 59 degrees
Fahrenheit5.
Human activities are increasing the atmospheric composition of these powerful heat-trapping
gases. Carbon dioxide is the byproduct of combustion, the chemical reaction that converts
fossil fuels into energy. So the more fossil fuels we burn, the more CO2 is released into the
atmosphere. Humans have increased atmospheric carbon dioxide levels by about 45% since
the beginning of the industrial revolution6. And the planet has warmed up in response. Global
temperatures have warmed by 1.9 degrees F since 18807.
Scientists know that climate change can be influenced by natural factors like variations in the
Sun’s energy, changes in the Earth’s orbit, and volcanic eruptions8. But these are not
responsible for the recent long-term climate changes we have observed9. We have very good
measurements of the Sun and our orbit around it, and these simply cannot explain the warming
trend we have seen. In fact, over the past 30 years, solar output has not increased, but Earth
has continued to warm10. Major volcanic eruptions like Mt. Pinatubo in 1991 can spew gas and
dust into the atmosphere, which, because they block sunlight, have a substantial cooling effect11
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For a clear visualization, see Bloomberg News, What’s Really Warming The World?
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-whats-warming-the-world/
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. But volcanic eruptions can’t explain the long-term warming. We also know that climate change
occurs against a backdrop of natural climate variability: the seasonal cycle, day-to-day weather,
and natural cycles like El Niño12. But we know of no natural cycle that could result in such a
long term sustained warming. If one believes that the warming is natural, one must also
explain why the physics of greenhouse gases, something well-understood for over a
century, would not apply here.
I have sometimes heard people say that the climate has changed before, as if that were
evidence that humans could not be causing present-day climate change. This is like telling a
detective hunting for a serial killer that people die of natural causes. In fact, understanding
how the climate has changed in the past is crucial to understanding present day
human-caused warming. Earth has left behind clues for us about past climate changes13, in
the chemistry of ancient shells buried within the ocean floor, the width of tree rings, and bubbles
trapped in ice cores14. The last time carbon dioxide levels were this high was three million years
ago during the Pliocene epoch, when the planet was two or three degrees C (3.6-5.4 F) warmer
and sea levels were up to seventy-five feet higher15. The planet’s past provides powerful
evidence that carbon dioxide and climate are connected, and that sweeping climate changes
can result in mass extinctions16. But these natural processes occurred over thousands or
millions of years. Because of human activities, CO2 is now entering the atmosphere 100 times
faster than previous natural increases like those that occurred at the end of the last ice age 17.
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So how much of global warming are humans causing? All of it. The recent US National Climate
Assessment18 found that between 93% and 123% of the observed temperature increase
between 1951 and 2010 was due to human activities.
Climate change is not a problem for future generations- it’s already here.  Scientists have
observed shifting rainfall patterns19, changes in cloud cover20, increased humidity21, and rising
sea levels22. We have seen the lower atmosphere- the troposphere- warm, while the
stratosphere cools, a pattern characteristic of carbon dioxide but impossible to achieve with
increased solar activity23. We have directly observed carbon dioxide increasing the greenhouse
effect at the Earth’s surface24. These changes are incompatible with our best understanding of
natural climate variability, and they are not explicable by the sun, changes in Earth’s orbit, or
volcanoes. Observations of the atmosphere25 and ocean26, from the tropics to the poles, taken
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from space and from ground-based measurements, and compiled by different research groups
and countries all add up to a coherent picture of change.
Climate change has implications for society beyond rising temperatures alone.  Sea levels are
rising at an increasing rate.  About 90 percent of the excess heat caused by our carbon
dioxide emissions is absorbed by the ocean27. Warmer water expands, and this is one reason
sea levels are rising. Another contributing factor is the melting of glaciers and land-based ice
sheets. As a result, global average sea level is nearly seven inches higher than it was a
hundred years ago. Coastal communities have already seen large increases in nuisance
flooding, and as sea levels rise destructive storm surges can push farther inland. And it will get
worse: global sea levels are projected to rise between 1 and 4 feet by the end of this century28.
We are already experiencing extreme events that can be linked to climate change. It is true that
climate is almost never the only factor contributing to weather-based disasters. Other human
actions like land management, population changes, and policy can certainly exacerbate or
mitigate extreme weather events like heat waves, hurricanes or wildfires. But it would be a
mistake to assume that if climate change isn’t the only factor, it isn’t an important factor.
Warmer air temperatures make heat waves more frequent and more severe29. Warmer ocean
temperatures provide the energy to feed stronger hurricanes. Warmer temperatures and drier
conditions increase the risk of wildfires30.
We know that as the temperature rises, extreme events like floods and droughts can
become more frequent or more severe. One of the most well-understood consequences of
warming is an increase in atmospheric water vapor- about four percent per degree Fahrenheit of
warming31. And this means that there is more water that can fall as rain, leading to more
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intense downpours. Hurricane Harvey poured rain on Houston that would not have been so
heavy without climate change32.  Scientists are confident that such downpours will become more
frequent and intense in the future. But at the same time, warmer air evaporates more water
from the surface of the planet, and evidence shows that climate change is likely contributing to
droughts. We believe that drought risk in the Central and Great Plains - America’s breadbasket will reach levels more severe than any time in the last millennium33.
What does the future hold? There is much scientists still have to learn about how our planet
responds to rapid change. But the greatest uncertainty in climate science is what we will
do. If human-caused emissions of greenhouse gases continue to increase, we can expect
warming of 2.5 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the century. Even at the low end of this
range, we are headed for potentially irrevocable damage to vulnerable peoples and systems.
We will see more droughts, floods, and heat waves, hurricanes will become more intense, and
sea levels will rise. Climate change will produce increasing adversity and destabilize societies,
potentially resulting in mass migration, food and water insecurity, and biodiversity loss. The US
military views climate change as a “threat multiplier” that poses a threat to US interests and
security34.

The science is clear: there is no status quo. Change is inevitable. But the fact that we
understand what’s causing climate change gives us power. It means we can choose the
change we experience. We can choose to continue on our current path, which the science
indicates will lead to disruptive climate changes and extreme events worse even than the ones
we are now experiencing. These will be at best economically devastating for many, and at
worst catastrophic for all. Or we can choose to take charge, which means taking urgent action
to rapidly reduce emissions. As a scientist, I can only tell you what the climate consequences of
those choices might be. As a human being and a citizen, I hope that we will seize the
opportunity to create the future we want.
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